We have many copies of the work : Copies are kept in Kanazawa-Bunko, Kongo-Sammai-in, Nin-na-ji, Kyoo-gokoku-ji, Hoju-in and many other monasteries. 
tions and current works of which the relations of teachers and disciples were unknown. The "Besson-yoki" (Essential note on the particular divinities) is the sole source by which one can know the contents of the opinions of Ken-i and other teachers.
We have many copies of the work : Copies are kept in Kanazawa-Bunko, Kongo-Sammai-in, Nin-na-ji, Kyoo-gokoku-ji, Hoju-in and many other monasteries.
They were partially studied by the present writer. So far their comparative studies have not been made. This work consists of four f ascicules (The copy in Kanazawa Bunko consists of the 1st fascicule in 27 sheets, the second in 25 sheets, the third in 33 sheets, the fourth in 33 sheets). It is very important because it keeps oral traditions of the cult of particular divinities in the sect of To ji monastery.
The first fascicule supplies the oral traditions of Ken-i, Joren-bo; the second of Kaku-in, Jishobo; the third of HOshin, Rishobo; the fourth of Kanjo, Joju-"On th e Besson-yoki, a work of Buddhist iconography" (S. Manabe) (28) bo; E A, Shojobo; and Jitsu-un in Shokutei-in. It is said on one hand, that these are the oral traditions of the four teachers quoted in the "Besson-zakki."
But all the text is not the same. The comparative study is necessary.
The copy kept in Kanazawa-Bunko was once owned and used by Ken-a. The colophon at the end of the fourth fascicule says, "the former copy says: On the 10th of September, the 1st year of Gen-kyu (1204 A. D.) , the text was copied in Kongobuji from the copy kept by Rihobo in the monastery of Ojoin, by Zem-pen, a disciple aspiring to study the Buddhist doctrine. " Thus it is known that a copy was made by Zem-pen, the master of discipline in Muryo ju-in (Yukino-shita, Kamakura) from the copy of Kenkaku at O -Pin monastery in Koyasan. Zem-pen received the teaching from Kenkaku. So he was a disciple of the disciple of Shinkaku. Why did he copy it? It is said in the "Kechimyaku- The "Saho-shu," (Collection of manners) It is known by the colophon that it is a work of Ken-i, in Joren-in, Koyasan. Shinkaku, a disciple of Ken-i also compiled several collections of manners. But the works of the two priests have some points that agree with each other. Some parts denote remarkable influence of Amidaism (items 40 and 41). After being copied in the 1st year of Heiji (1159), the 3rd year of Nin-an(1168), it was copied by Choshu in the 3rd year of
Kareki (1328). (29) "On the Besson-yoki, a work of Buddhist iconography" (S. Manabee)
The "Shim-moku-sh6" (Note of the heart and the eyes) This is a collection of the cults of many divinities attributed to Shinkaku in the monastery Jokiin. The original text was of three scrolls according to the copy kept in the Otani University and dated in the 3rd year of Shotoku (1713). If this workis compared with the compilation of the divinities of the three departments found in the "Heart Note" th at was used by the Jokiin school, one can notice that the cults of divinities were very important in the cource of the development of the school of Jokiin in later days. A set of three notes attributed to priest Shukaku, the ex-Prince (1150-1202), i.e. the "Shin-sho" in 7 bundles, the " Shim-mitsu-sho" The "Shimmoku-sho" in the Kanazawa-Bunko was of 3 scrolls as the copy in the Otani University, but now it has only the upper and middle scrolls, lacking the lower scroll. It is known that it was copied in the 4th year of Ge- 
ry. Ryo jun probably copied the text for receiving the doctrine of the Nishi-noin school.
According to the colophon of the Devas (sheet no. 15) "The former copy says: this was copied in the Daihishin-in monastery on the 3rd day of February, the 2nd year of Einin (1294). It was copied at Henjoshin-in, NishiHachijo, on the 28th September, the fourth year of Genkyo (1324) by Ryo jun. Ten scrolls in all have been collated." It was copied soon after the death of Nozen, the abbot (-1289) in his residence Daihishin-in in the 2nd year of Einin (1294). The "Hizoki-kikigaki" (Note on the Hizoki) in two leaflets that was used by Ryo jun is said to have been copied by him on the 6th, June, the third year of Gentoku (1331) at Shomyoji, Kanazawa. As compared with the present copy, however, the strokes of the brush are rather weak. So it might be a transcript of the copy of Ryojun. It can be ascertained by comparing it with another copy by Ryo jun "The Kongokai-gyobo-shidai-shoki" (The process of the rite of Vajradhatu). This copy is important as an oral tradition on Vajradhatu like "the Kubi-shidai" and "the Mikki." It is remarkable that the KanazawaBunko has other copies possessed by Genken, Jason, Kiin, Ken-a, and Ei. It must be taken into consideration that the places where Ryo jun read these copies were situated in the vicinity of Nishi-Hachijo, Kyoto. He read them (1) at Hen joshin-in at Nishi-Hachi jo in the fourth year of Genkyo (1324), (2) at Kazenji in the western suburbs in the 2nd year of Shoan (1300), (3) (891). The "Kongokai-shidai-shoki" is explained by the text of the "Kongokai -daiho-kuyo-shiki". The "Kongokai-shidai" was the object of interest since Shinkaku was in the Jokiin school. Kokyo (1184-1255) at Yukinoshita, Kamakura compiled the "Kongokai-Shidai" in one scroll on the basis of "the Kongocho-rengebu-shin-nen ju-shidai" in two scrolls by Ex-emperor Kambyo, because it was hard to perform. Kongosammai-in monastery, Koyasan, owns the "Kongokai-shisho" in one scroll attributed to Kokyo. These texts are important to know of the opinion of Jorembo, the teacher of the author of the Bessonyoki. It is noteworthy that Kakuban (1095-1143) already described the interpr eta-"On the Besson -yoki, a work of Buddhist iconography" (S. Manabe) (32) tion through the five categories of "Cause, practice, realization, Nirvana and expedient." According to the "Kongochogyo-rengebu-shidai-sata" in one scroll, the manners of the cult are allocated to the five categories as follows: "From entering the room to sitting down corresponds to the Cause, the practice of the preliminary manners beginning with applyng fragrant powder is the Practice, the meditation of the f our boundless merits to uttering the Samaya is the Realization, the meditation of the Sacred hall is Nirvana, and Maha-Akasagarbha to the end of the rite is the Expedient."
The school of Shinkaku in including KOky6 made account of the process of the rite, while Kakuban and his followers looked for the recitation and its theoretical basis. It means that there were two main currents in comprehending the practice of the fourfold rites including 18 ways, Va jradhatu and Garbha mandalas. It is a question how Ryozen, who was on the stand-point of the Nishino-in school, understood the two currents.
as to the whereabonts of the original copies of these iconographical texts I must mention that "various iconographical texts existent now" in pp 639-689
of "Bukkyo no Bijutsu to Rekishi" by the late Prof. Gemmyo Ono. I came to know of it by the good offices of Prof. Chikyo Yamamoto, in the Koyasan Universtiy.
